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This invention relates to golf bag Supports, and 
more particularly to one which will Support a 
golf bag in an upright or vertical position. 
The device of the present invention, in the 

broadest a Spects thereof, comprises an elongate 
casing housing a pin normally held Within the 
casing but movable therefrom to extend beyond 
the lower edge of the botton. Of the bag and 
into the ground to hold the bag in an upright 
position. Such devices have been heretofore pro 
posed but have not been manufactured and sold 
in any large quantity for a number of reasons. 
The principal objection to these prior devices has 
been to the manner in Which their makers have 
proposed to mount the same to the bags, 

In some cases these prior devices have been 
mounted to the bag and by clampingly Supporting 
a bracket, or the like to the upper and lower edges 
of the bag. If the bracket was securely fixed to 
the bag, the upper edge of the same often buckled 
or broke down, which not only marred the ap 
pearance of the bag but also impaired the Sup 
port itself. As many golf bags differ in height or 
depth, it was difficult, if not impossible, to mount 
Some of the devices heretofore proposed to Sone 
bags, for there was no means for accommodating 
the differences in depth between bags. This WaS 
particularly true of those prior devices which 
were provided with an elongate, bracket-like Sup 
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port having means at opposite ends thereof in 
tended to engage the upper and lower edges of 
the bag. 

In other instances the prior devices were 
formed with a bracket provided With apertures 
for passing fastening elements, such as rivets, 
which were used to Secure the bracket to the Wall 
of the golf bag. This, of course, required that 
the Wall of the bag be cut to receive the fastening 
elements and the latter after some use oftentimes 
tore loose from the wall of the bag to which they 
were secured. If repairs were not made to the 
Wall of the bag, it was difficult to remount the 
bracket securely, and if the bracket. Was not re 
mounted the torn openings detracted from... the 
appearance of the bag. 
These difficulties are not had With the device 

of the present invention, for the Same can be 
mounted to any golf bag and Without Cutting 
or perforating the material of the same. The 
mounting means of the device of the present 
invention comprises a clamping element fixed to 
the lower end of the casing which is intended 
to encircle the lower edge of the bag. As the 
lower edge portions of golf bags are reenforced to 
support the weight of the clubs carried within 
the bags, the clamp can be very securely tight 
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2 
ened about the embraced portion of the bag to 
rigidly mount the lower end of the casing. The 
upper end of the casing carries an elongate rod 
element which is longitudinally adjustable rela 
tive to the casing. This rod extends above the 
upper face of the casing and is intended to be 
inserted into or through the buckle used to ad 
justably Secure the lower end of the strap, which 
for as the Support for the bag on the shoulder 
of the user. Although the distance between the 
lower edge portion of the bag about which the 
clamp is secured and the buckle may differ in 
bags of different manufacturers, this presents no 
difficulty, for the rod, as above explained, is ad 
justable longitudinally of the casing, so that the 
device of the present invention may be easily 
attached to any golf bag. 

In the one embodiment of the bag of the pres 
ent invention the rod is adjustably carried to 
the one side of the casing by a support element 
fixed to the upper end of the casing. In an 
Other embodiment of the device herein shown 
the rod is coaxially mounted to the upper end 
of the casing by Support means which close the 
upper end of the same. As Some golf bags are 
furnished with a small pouch fixed to the wall 
Of the bag just below the shoulder strap for 
receiving and storing spare balls, one embodi 
ment of the present invention is formed with 
a rod which is curved outwardly and then in 
wardly to form a laterally offset portion to pro 
vide clearance for such pouch. In this embodi 
ment of the invention, the rod, although free to 
move longitudinally of the casing, is held against 
rotation. So that the offset portion can not swing 
outwardly and overlay the pouch. 
Other features and advantages of the present 

invention will be hereinafter apparent from the 
following description, particularly when taken in 
connection. With the accompanying drawing, in 
Which: 

Figure 1 is an elevational view of one form 
of the device of the present invention shown 
mounted to a golf bag; 

Figure 2 is a longitudinal section on an en 
larged scale of the device shown in Figure 1 
removed from the golf bag; 

Figure 3 is a Section taken along line 3-3 of 
Figure 2: 

Figure 4 is a section taken along line g-i of 
Figure 2; 

Figure 5 is a section taken along line 5-5 of 
Figure 2; 
Figure 6 is a view similar to Figure but 

showing a modified form of the device of the 
present invention mounted to a golf bag; Y 



Figure 7 is a top plan view of the device shown 
in Figure 6, the device being shown removed from 
the golf bag; 

Figure 8 is a fragmentary sectional view of 
a modified form of the device of the present in 
vention; and 

Figure 9 is an elevational view similar to Fig 
ure 1 but on a slightly reduced Scale showing a 
still further modified form of the device. 
The device of the present invention, in the emi 

bodiment thereof shown in Figure 1, comprises a 
tubular casing 0 in which is mounted for longi 
tudinal movement an elongate pin having the 
lower end thereof formed as a relatively sharp 
point 2. The pin if is supported for movement 
Within the casing 0 by a cylindrical bearing 
member 3 fixed about the pin if by means of a 
small transversely extending rivet or other faS 
tening element 4. The cylindrical surface of 
the bearing member engages the inner Wall sur 
face of the casing to support and guide the pin 
in its movement longitudinally of the casing 0. 
A second bearing member 5 Spaced from the 

bearing member 3 is fixed to the pin by rivets 
is or the like and is also formed with external 
cylindrical surfaces which closely engage the in 
ternal cylindrical wall surface of the casing 0. 
The bearing f is provided with a laterally ex 
tending arm which extends outwardly of the 
casing through a slot 8 longitudinally formed in 
the wall of the casing 0. The arm 7 carries or 
Supports a pedal or foot-engaging member 9, 
preferably formed with an upper surface knurled 
as shown at 2 in Figure 4. 
The lower end of the casing f is closed by a 

plug-like element 22 having a centrally located 
passage formed therethrough for passing the pin 
it when a downwardly exerted force is applied 
against the pedal element 9. This can be most 
convenientiy accomplished by the user placing 
his foot against the pedal 9 and then applying 
a downwardly exerted force which will conse 
quently move the pin downwardly and outward 
ly through the lower end of the casing 0. 
The pin is normally retained within the cas 

ing ig by means of a coiled spring 23 carried 
within the upper end of the casing. The upper 
end of the spring 23 is secured to a plug 24 which 
is fixed to a cap 25 by means of a screw 26. The 
cap 25 closes the upper open end of the casing 
and can be held to the casing by a set Screw as 
clearly shown in Figure 3. The lower end of the 
spring 23 is coiled about and fixed to bushing 27, 
which in turn is secured to the upper end of the 
pin . The spring 23 is a tension Spring of Suf 
ficient strength to but normally hold the pin in 
its elevated position shown in full lines in Fig 
lure 2. 
Secured to the lower end of the casing O is a 

clamp 28 having a flexible band adapted to en 
circle the lower edge portion of a golf bag 29 to 
securely mount the lower end of the casing O 
to the encircled portion of the golf bag. The 
clamp 28 may take any form desired as long as 
it will, when tightened, compressively engage the 
bag to the extent necessary to securely anchor the 
Casing. 
To mount the upper end of the device to the 

golf bag, the cap 25 closing the open end of the 
casing O is formed with a laterally extending 
boss 3 formed with a passageway the longitudi 
nal axis of which is substantially parallel to the 
axis of the casing 0. This passageway slidably 
receives a rod 32 which is reciprocally movable 
relative to the boss 3. The rod 32 forms the 
means of the present invention for mounting the 
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upper end of the Casing 0 to the golf bag, for 
this end is insertable through the buckle 33 used 
On all bags to adjustably anchor the lower end of 
the strap 34 of the bag which forms the means 
for Supporting the Same on the shoulder of a 
user. To hold the rod 32 in its desired position of 
longitudinal adjustment in which the upper end 
thereof is engaged with the buckle 33, the boss 
3 carries a thumbScrew 35 which when tightened 
will clamp the rod 32 against the one wall sur 
face of the passageway extending through the 
boss. Whether the upper end of the rod 32 be 
inserted under or over the portion of the strap 34 
engaged by the buckle is relatively unimportant, 
for in either position of the rod the casing is held 
Securely to the bag. 
As the longitudinal position of the rod 32 can 

be adjusted relative to the boss 3, this permits 
the device to be mounted to bags of different 
manufacturers in which the distance between the 
buckle and the lower edge Of the bag may differ. 
The rod 32 obviously should be made of a length 
which will provide a relatively large range of ad 
justment to accommodate a relatively large range 
of distances ioetween the buckle and the lower 
edge of the bag. 

Io prevent the hands of the use from being 
Scratched or otherwise injured by the opposite 
ends of the rod 32, these ends are preferably 
formed with smoothly curved or spherical end 
faces. There is therefore little Eikelihood of a 
user being injured, even though his hands may 
come in contact with the opposite end faces of 
the rod 32 in the use of the bag. 
With the device of the present, invention 

mounted to a golf bag a user may, when he de 
sires to Select a club from the bag, place the 
lower face of the bag on the ground and then by 
merely raising his one foot and placing it against 
the pedal 9 urge the sharpened end of the pin 

downward into the ground. After the pin if 
has been urged into the ground the pin obviously 
will hold the bag in a vertical or upright position 
to allow a golfer to conveniently select a club 
from the bag. After the club used is replaced 
within the bag the golfer may by merely lifting 
the bag from the ground pull the pin upward 
ly out of the ground, whereupon the spring 23 
Will return the pin to its normal position laying 
totally Within the casing 0. It might be men 
tioned here that the spring 23 is not sufficiently 
strong to overcome the friction between the pin 
and the ground within which it is imbedded, so 
that there is no danger of the pin being acci 
dentally Withdrawn from the ground once it has 
been thrust thereinto. 
Some golf bags are formed with relatively large 

pouches carried just beneath the shoulder strap 
for receiving not only spare golf balls but ar 
ticles of clothing such as Sweaters or light jackets. 
Such a golf bag is indicated at 36 in Figure 6. It 
will be seen that the pouch 37 would prevent the 
device of the present invention from being 
mounted in the manner shown in Figure 1. To 
obviate the mounting difficulties produced by the 
particular location of the pouch 37 the embodi 
ment of the invention shown in Figure 6, in which 
elements identical to elements of the embodi 
ment of the invention shown in Figure 1 have 
been given the same reference characters. 
The lower end of the casing 0 is mounted to 

the lower portion of the bag by the clamp 28 as in 
the form of the invention shown in Figure 1. 
Although the upper end of the casing is again 
Secured to the bag by the interengagement of one 
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end of a rod 38 and the buckle 39, the rod 38, 
in the form of the invention now being described, 
is bent outwardly at 4 and then upwardly at 
42 to bring the upper end into a position 
in which it can be engaged with the buckle 
39. This, it will be seen, permits the casing to 
to be mounted offset from the buckle 39 but yet 
permits the upper end of the casing to be mount 
ed to the bag by the interengagement between 
the upper end of the rod and the buckle. Here 
again the rod is longitudinally adjustable rela 
tive to the boss 3 and held in its desired posi 
tion of adjustment by the thumbscrew 35. As 
the thumbscrew 35 holds the rod against rota 
tional movement as well as longitudinal move 
ment, the casing is securely anchored and there 
is no danger, as long as the thumbScrew 35 re 
mains tight, of the casing 0 pivoting or SWing 
ing about an axis coincident with the axis of the 
upper end of the rod engaged with the buckle. 
In another form of the invention, referring in OW 

to Figure 8, the casing A3, formed throughout 
the lower portion of same in a manner identical 
to the casing 0, is closed at its upper end by a 
cap member 44 threadedly mounted to the upper 
wall portion of the casing, as clearly shown in the 
figure referred to above. 

In this embodiment of the invention the upper 
end of the spring 45 is fixed to a plug 46 having 
an annular flange 4 camped between the upper 
edge of the casing 43 and the cap A4 as the lat 
ter is threaded downwardly Over the upper Wall 
portion of the casing. The lower end of the 
spring, although not shown, is secured to the 
pin in the same manner as is spring 23 attached 
to pin . The cap 44 is formed with an integral 
upstanding cylindrical boss 48 having a bore 
therethrough aligned with a bore formed through 
the plug 46 to form a passageway in which is 
slidably mounted a rod 49. The rod 49 performs 
the same function as does the rod 32 of the en 
bodiment of the invention shown in Figure 2. To 
hold the rod in its desired position of adjust 
ment. With the upper end thereof engaged With 
the buckle of the golf bag, the boss 48 carries a 
thumbscrew 5 which When tightened will camp 
the rod 49 against the One surface of the bore of 
the boss 48. 
There is ShoWn in Figure 9 a further modified 

embodiment of the present invention which is 
particularly adapted to be used with golf bags 
having a pouch 52 smaller than the pouch 37 
of the golf bag shown in Figure 6 but yet located 
beneath the shoulder strap 53. In this embodi 
ment of the device the casing is identical to 
the casing 0 and is therefore identified by that 
reference character, and is mounted at the low 
er end thereof to the bag by the clamp 28 in 
the same manner as was casing () mounted to 
the bag ShoWn in Figure 1. The embodiment of 
the invention illustrated in Figure 9 differs mere 
ly in the form of the mounting rod 56, for this 
rod, although slidably mounted Within the pas 
SageWay Of the boss 3 of the cap 25, is curved 
OutWardly intermediate the ends thereof and then 
inwardly to form an offset portion 59 passed about 
the pouch 52. The upper end 6 of the rod is 
substantially aligned with the portion of the rod 
slidably mounted in the boss 3 and is engaged 
with the buckle 62 of the shoulder strap 53 to 
hold the upper end of the casing to the bag. 
The thumbscrew 35 holds the rod not only against 
longitudinal movement but also rotational move 
ment, so that there is no danger of the rod rotat-r 
ing to swing the offset portion 59 over the pouch 
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52 which might interfere with movement of the 
balls into and out of the pouch 52. 

It should be seen now that the device of the 
present invention can be conveniently and easily 
attached to golf bags differing greatly in con 
struction as well as size. The device when mounts 
ed is rigidly held to the bag and there is little 
likelihood of the device becoming loose from the 
bag. Furthermore, as the only clamping action 
required is that of the clamp used to mount the 
lower portion of the casing to the bag, there is 
no danger of the mounting means deforming the 
bag. As the device requires no openings to be 
formed in the material of the bag, the material 
of the bag is not weakened and its service life 
is in no way impaired. 
Although the now preferred embodiments of 

the present invention have been shown and de 
scribed herein, it is to be understood that the in 
vention is not to be limited thereto, for it is sus 
ceptible to changes in form and detail within 
the Scope of the appended clams. 

i claim: 
1. A Support to be used with a golf bag having 

a buckle adjustably anchoring one end of a shoul 
der strap adjacent to an upper edge of a pouch 
in which Spare balls are stored, comprising: a 
casing: a pin having a pointed lower end slidably 
Supported in said casing; resilient means for 
normally holding said pin in an elevated position 
Within Said Casing; foot-engaging means carried 
by Said pin and projecting laterally of said casing 
through a slot formed in said wall thereof adapted 
to be engaged by the foot of a user to urge the 
pin downwardly and into the ground against the 
action of Said resilient means; an elongate rod; 
means for siidably mounting said rod to the upper 
end of Said casing, whereby said rod may be 
slidably moved to a preselected position wherein 
the upper end of said rod is engaged with said 
buckle to hold the upper end of said casing to said 
bag; means carried by said mounting means for 
holding Said rod in the preselected position of 
adjustment to maintain the upper end thereof 
in engagement. With said buckle, said rod being 
Curved OutWardly intermediate the ends thereof 
and then inwardly to form an offset portion 
paSSed about said pouch; and means fixed to the 
lower end of the casing for encircling the lower 
portion of the golf bag to anchor the lower end 
of Said casing to said bag. 

2. A Support to be used with a golf bag having 
a buckle adjustably anchoring one end of a 
shoulder Strap adjacent to an upper edge of a 
pouch in Which Spare balls are stored, compris 
ing: a casing; a pin having a pointed lower end 
slidably Supported in said casing; resilient means 
for normally holding said pin in an elevated 
position within said casing; foot-engaging means 
carried by said pin and projecting laterally of 
Said casing through a slot formed in said wall 
thereof adapted to be engaged by the foot of a 
user to urge the pin downwardly and into the 
ground against the action of said resilient means; 
rea as closing the upper end of said casing and 
including means adjustably mounting a rod to 
the upper end of said casing, whereby said rod 
may be moved to engage said buckle to hold 
the upper end of Said casing to said bag; said 
rod being curved outwardly intermediate the 
ends thereof and then in Wardly to form an off 
Set portion adapted to be passed about said 
pouch; means fixed to the lower end of the casing 
for encircling the lower portion of the golf bag 
to anchor the lower end of said easing to said 
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bag; and means carried by said closing means for 
holding said rod against movement whereby Said 
offset portion is held against pivotal movement to 
a position Overlying said pouch and the upper end 
of said rod may be maintained in engagement 
With Said buckle. 

3. A support to be used With a golf bag having a 
buckle adjustably anchoring One end of a shoul 
der strap, comprising: a hollow casing; a pin 
having a pointed lower end slidably supported 
in Said casing; resilient means for normally hold 
ing said pin in an elevated position within Said 
casing; foot-engaging means carried by Said pin 
and projecting laterally of Said casing through 
a slot formed in said wall thereof adapted to be 
engaged by the foot of a user to urge the pin 
through the lower open end of said casing and 
into the ground; an elongate rod; means carried 
within and closing the upper end of Said casing 
for coaxially mounting said rod for longitudinal 
movement relative to said casing; said rod being 
movable whereby the upper end thereof is in 
sertable through said buckle to hold the upper end 
of said casing to said bag; means carried by Said 
mounting means for holding said rod in a de 
sired position of longitudinal adjustment to 
maintain the upper end thereof in engagement 
with said buckle; and means fixed to the lower 
end of the casing for encircling the lower por 
tion of the golf bag to anchor the lower end of 
Said casing to said bag. 

4. A support to be used with a golf bag having 
a buckle adjustably anchoring one end of a shoul 
der strap, comprising: a casing; a pin having a 
pointed lower end slidably supported in Said CaS 
ing; resilient means for normally holding Said 
pin in an elevated position within Said casing; 
foot-engaging means carried by Said pin and 
projecting laterally of said casing through a slot 
formed in said wall thereof adapted to be en 
gaged by the foot of a user to urge the pin into 
the ground; an elongate rod; means carried by 
the upper end of said casing for mounting Said 
rod exteriorly of said casing for longitudinal 
movement along an axis displaced from and 
parallel to the longitudinal axis of Said casing, 
whereby said rod is movable relative to said cas 
ing to a position in which the upper end of Said 
rod is inserted with said buckle; means for hold 
ing said rod in a desired position of adjustment 
to maintain the upper end thereof engaged with 
said buckle to hold the upper end of Said casing 
to said bag; and means fixed to the lower end of 
the casing for encircling the lower portion of 
the golf bag to anchor the lower end of Said 
casing to Said bag. 

5. A support to be used with a golf bag having 
a buckie adjustably anchoring one end of a 
shoulder strap, adjacent the upper edge of a rela 
tively large pouch mounted to the Wall of Said 
bag, comprising: a casing; a pin having a pointed 
lower end slidably supported in Said casing; re 
silient means for normally holding Said pin in 
an elevated position within Said Casing; foot 
engaging means carried by said pin and projecting 
laterally of said casing through a slot formed in 
said wall thereof adapted to be engaged by the 
foot of a user to urge the pin into the ground; 
an elongate rod; means carried by said casing 
adjacent the upper end thereof for adjustably 
mounting said rod to the upper end of Said cas 
ing; the upper end of said rod being formed with 
a laterally extending section normal to a body 
section of the rod and terminating in an upwardly 
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8 
to said body section whereby said casing can be 
mounted adjacent the one side of said pouch and 
said rod moved to a position wherein said terminal 
Section is engaged with said buckle to hold the 
upper end of said casing to said bag; means car 
ried by Said mounting means for holding said rod 
in a desired position of adjustment to maintain 
the upper terminal section in engagement with 
said buckle; and means fixed to the lower end 
of the casing for encircling the lower portion 
of the golf bag to anchor the lower end of said 
casing to Said bag. 

6. A support to be used with a golf bag having 
a buckle adjustably anchoring one end of a shoul 
der strap, comprising: a hollow casing; a pin hav 
ing a pointed lower end; Spaced bearing means 
carried within the lower end of Said casing for 
coaxially mounting said pin within Said Casing 
for movement longtudinally thereof; means clos 
ing the upper end of said casing; resilient means 
having One end fixed to Said closing means and 
the opposite end fixed to the upper end of said 
pin for normally holding said pin in an elevated 
position within said casing; foot engaging means 
carried by said pin and projecting laterally of said 
casing through a slot formed in the Wall thereof 
adapted to be engaged by the foot of a golfer to 
urge the pin through the lower end of said casing 
and into the ground; a cap member threadedly 
mounted to the upper end of said casing and 
adapted to hold said closing means against move 
ment relative to Said Casing, said closing means 
and said cap member having aligned passages 
extending therethrough; a rod slidably mounted 
Within Said passages, Said rod being longitudinally 
movable whereby the upper end thereof is in 
Sertable through said buckle to hold the upper 
end of said casing to said bag; means carried by 
said cap member for holding Said rod in a de 
sired position of longitudinal adjustment to main 
tain the upper end thereof in engagement With 
said buckle; and means fixed to the lower end of 
the casing for encircling the lower portion of the 
golf bag to anchor the lower end of said Casing 
to said bag. 

7. A support to be used with a golf bag having 
a buckle adjustably anchoring one end of a shoul 
der Strap, comprising: a hollow casing: a pin hav 
ing a pointed lower end slidably supported in said 
Casing; means for closing the upper end of said 
casing; resilient means mounted on said closing 
means and engaged with said pin for normally 
holding said pin in an elevated position within 
Said casing; foot engaging means carried by Said 
pin and projecting laterally of said casing through 
a slot formed in the Wall thereof adapted to be 
engaged by the foot of a user to urge the pin 
through the lower open end of said casing and 
into the ground; an elongate rod slidably carried 
by Said closing means for longitudinal movement 
relative to Said Casing, Said rod being movable 
whereby the upper end thereof is insertable 
through said buckle to hold the upper end of said 
casing to the golf bag; means Carried by Said clos 
ing means for holding said rod in a desired posi 
tion of longitudinal adjustment to maintain the 
upper end thereof in engagement with Said 
buckle; and means fixed to the lower end of the 
casing for encircling the lower end of said casing 
to said bag. 

8. A Support to be used with a golf bag having 
a buckle adjustably anchoring one end of a shoul 
der strap, comprising: a hollow casing; a pin hav 
ing a pointed lower end slidably supported in said 

extending terminal section substantially parallel 5 casing; resilient means mounted within said cas 
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ing for normally holding said pin in an elevated 
position within said casing; foot engaging means 
carried by said pin and projecting laterally of 
said casing through a slot formed in the wall 
thereof adapted to be engaged by the foot of 
a user to urge the pin longitudinally of Said CaS 
ing and into the ground; an elongate rod; means 
carried by said casing adjacent the upper end 
thereof for mounting said rod for longitudinal 
movement relative to said casing, said rod being 
movable whereby the upper end thereof is in 
sertable through said buckle to hold the upper 
end of said casing to the golf bag; means carried 
by said mounting means for holding Said rod in 
a desired position of longitudinal adjustment to 
maintain the upper end thereof in engagement 
with said buckle; and means fixed to the lower 
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end of the casing for encircling the lower portion 
of the golf bag to anchor the lower end of said 
casing to said bag. 

HERBERT S. MARSH. 
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